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Short Annotation
This white paper was released by High Technology Solutions Limited on April 18,
2018 and should be read in conjunction with the terms of the Company's ICO (the
"Terms").
The purpose of this White Paper is to provide potential customers with information
about High Technology Solutions Limited to allow potential buyers to make their own
decisions as to whether they want to continue buying.
Coin HTFx. This White Paper does not constitute a proposal or invitation or any
other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any of the Company's assets.
The Board of Directors of High Technology Solutions Limited has ensured that on
the date of this White Paper, the information contained herein is accurate as far as
possible and there are no other facts, the deletion of which is misleading any statement
in this White Paper. Absence of representation, guarantees, warranties or actions are
taken regarding its constant accuracy after such date. The information contained in this
White Paper can be modified, supplemented and modified at any time and from time to
time.
This white paper describes the business objectives of High Technology Solutions
Limited and the problem of High Technology Solutions Limited Coins HTFx. It has not
been verified, verified, approved or approved by any regulatory or supervisory
authority.
The publication of this White Paper and the proposal of the Coins HTFx may be
restricted in certain jurisdictions. This is the responsibility of any person holding this
White Paper and any person wishing to apply for coins ownership of Coins HTFx (in
accordance with the Terms) to inform and comply with any and all laws and regulations
that may be applicable to them.
This White Paper does not constitute a proposal or solicitation to anyone in any
jurisdiction in which such proposal or petition is not legal or in which the person making
such an offer or petition does not have the appropriate qualifications for this.
Prospective HTFx coin buyers should inform themselves about the legal
requirements and consequences of buying, storing and disposing of HTFx coins and any
applicable currency control rules and taxes in the countries of their respective
citizenship, residence and / or domicile.
Prospective buyers of HTFx coins are fully responsible for ensuring that all aspects
of this White Paper and the Terms are acceptable to them. When buying HTFx coins,
there may be special risks that can lead to the loss of all or a significant portion of the
purchase amount. Buying HTFx coins is considered speculative by nature, and it is
associated with a high degree of risk. High Technology Solutions Limited does not
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represent, warrant, warrant or warrant that HTFx coins are defective / viral or will
comply with any specific requirements of the potential buyer. You should only buy HTFx
coins, if you can afford a total loss. If you do not fully understand and accept the
nature and potential of the risks associated with the purchase, you should not purchase
Coin HTFx.
The purchase of Coins HTFx is possible only after the potential buyer has read,
understood and assumed all possible risks. Each potential buyer will have to
acknowledge that he has made an independent decision to buy Coins HTFx and that he
does not rely in any way on High Technology Solutions Limited, his Board of Directors
or any other individual or entity (other than his own buyer's consultants).
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to consult their own legal, tax or other
advisor before purchasing the Coins HTFx.
High Technology Solutions Limited and its Board of Directors do not provide any
recommendation or recommendation for HTFx coins and they do not approve such
coins and bear no responsibility or responsibility for any use of this White Paper by any
person violating any local regulatory requirements regarding the distribution of this
White Paper or any applicable rules regarding the proposal of Coins HTFx.
Statements made in this White Paper are based on laws and practices in force in
Belize and subject to changes in these laws.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS "DISCLAIMER",
"NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES", "REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
FROM YOU", "WARNING MEMORANDUM OF PERSPECTIVE STATEMENTS," "MARKET
AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURE OF OTHER PERSONAL CONSENT"
"TERMS USED", "WITHOUT ADVICE", "NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR UPDATES",
"DISTRIBUTION AND DISTRIBUTION RESTRICTIONS", "NO PROMOTION OF
SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION" AND "RISKS AND UNCERTAINTY" CAREFULLY.
IF YOU IN ANY REMOVAL WITH RESPECT TO ACTION, YOU MUST ACCEPT, YOU
SHOULD APPLY YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER
(S).
Coin HTFx are not intended to create securities in any jurisdiction. This Technical
Document is not an issue prospectus or an offer to sort any document and is not
intended to create a securities offering or solicitation of an investment in securities in
any jurisdiction.
This document is not or is not part of any opinion on any advice to sell or receive
any offers from a distributor / supplier of HTFx coins (the "Distributor") for the
purchase of any Coins HTFx, nor should it be the fact of its presentation, to
communicate with any contract or investment decision.
The distributor will be affiliated with Coin HTFx ("HTFx") and will deploy all
proceeds from the sale of Coins HTFx to finance the HTFx project, business and
operations.
No person is required to enter into any contract or mandatory legal relationship to
the sale and purchase of Coins HTFx and the absence of a crypto currency, or another
form of payment must be accepted on the basis of this Technical Document.
Any agreement between the Distributor and you as a buyer, as well as the relation
to any sale and purchase of Coins HTFx (as specified in this Technical Document)
should be governed only by a separate document, certain conditions of such an
agreement. In the event of any discrepancy between the Distributor and you as the
purchaser and this Technical Document, the first shall prevail.
No regulatory body has reviewed or approved any of the information contained in
this document. No such action has been or will not be taken in accordance with the
laws, regulations or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, dissemination or
dissemination of this Technical Document does not mean that applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
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There are risks and uncertainties associated with HTFx and / or Distributor and
their respective businesses and operations, Coin HTFx, Initial Coin HTFx and HTFx
wallet (each as specified in this technical document).
This Technical Document, any part of it and any copy thereof, shall not be
accepted or transmitted to any country where the dissemination or dissemination of this
Technical Documentation is prohibited or restricted.
No part of this Technical Document shall be reproduced, distributed, or distributed
without the inclusion of this section and the following sections entitled "Disclaimer",
"Without Representations and Guarantees", "Representations and Guarantees from
You", "Warning Notice on Forward-Looking Statements" "Information on the market
and industry and the lack of consent of others", "Used terms", "Without advice", "No
additional information or update", "Restrictions on distribution and distribution", "Ots
statement of securities or registration "and" Risks and uncertainties ".

Denial of responsibility
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, rules and regulations, HTFx
and / or Distributor shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential
or other damages of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including, , loss of income,
income or profit, and loss of use or data) arising from or in connection with any
acceptance or reliance on this Technical Document or any part thereof by you.
Understand that all the information regarding the purchase of Coins HTFx,
contained in WhitePaper and on this website. All information provided by the referral
source is not allowed by HTFx and can not be relied upon in the exchange of bitcoins
on Coin HTFx.

Without representations and guarantees
HTFx and / or Distributor do not, or do not intend to do, and hereby waive any
representations, warranties or obligations in any form whatsoever for any person or
person, including any representation, guarantee or liability with respect to truth,
accuracy and completeness of any information set forth in this document. HTFx and / or
Distributor does not guarantee or warrant that the site will be uninterrupted, prompt,
error-free, inactive or free of viruses. Therefore, the information is provided "as is"
without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including accuracy, timeliness
and completeness.

Representation and guarantees from you
By accessing and / or taking possession of any information in this Technical
Document or its part (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to HTFx and / or
Distributor the following:
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1) you agree and acknowledge that Coin HTFx is not a security in any form in any
jurisdiction;
2) you agree and acknowledge that this technical document is not a prospectus or
an offer of any document, is not intended to create a securities offering in any
jurisdiction or an application to invest securities, you are not required to enter into any
contract or mandatory legal obligation , and no crypto currency or other form of
payment should be accepted on the basis of this Technical Document;
3) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory body has reviewed or endorsed
the information contained in this Technical Document, no action has been or will not be
taken in accordance with the law, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction,
as well as publication and dissemination or distribution, this technical document does
not mean that the applicable laws, regulations or regulations have been complied with;
4) you agree and acknowledge that this technical document, commitment and / or
completion of the initial sale of HTFx Coins or future trade in HTFx coins on any
exchange of crypto-currencies should not be interpreted, interpreted or considered by
you as an indication of the merits of HTFX and / or Distributor, HTF coins , Original Coin
HTFx and Wallet HTFx coins (each of which is mentioned in this Technical Document);
5) the distribution or distribution of this Technical Document, any part thereof or
any copy thereof or its acceptance by you, is not prohibited or restricted by applicable
laws, regulations or rules of your jurisdiction and where any restrictions on ownership
apply, you have observed and observed all such restrictions at your own expense and
without liability with HTFx and / or the Distributor;
6) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you want to purchase Coin
HTFx, Coin HTFx should not be interpreted, interpreted, classified or treated as:
(i) any type of currency other than a crypto currency;
(ii) debentures, shares or shares issued by any person or entity (be it TokenPay
and / or Distributor)
(iii) rights, options or derivatives with respect to such debt, equity or share;
(iv) the rights under the contract for difference or for any other contract the
purpose or feigned purpose is to secure a profit or avoid loss;
(v) units in the collective investment scheme;
(vi) units in business confidence;
(vii) derived units in business confidence;
(viii) or any other security or class of securities.
7) you have a basic understanding of the operation, functionality, use, storage,
transfer mechanisms and other material characteristics of crypto-conversions, block7/57
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based software systems, wallets with crypto-currencies or other related tokens storage
mechanisms, blockchain technology and intellectual contract technology;
8) you are fully aware and understand that in the event that you want to purchase
any Coin HTFx, there are risks associated with HTFx and Distributor, as well as their
business and operations, Coin HTFx, the original Coin HTFx and the HTFx coin purse
(each of which mentioned in the Technical Paper);
9) you are fully aware and understand that cryptothermia may have tax
consequences in your jurisdiction, including value added tax and capital gains tax; and
you agree that neither HTFx nor the Distributor is liable for any consequences related to
tax consequences for Coin HTFx, the original Coin HTFx and the coin purse HTFx (each
of which is mentioned in the Technical Document);
10) you are fully aware and understand that transactions relating to Coin HTFx,
the original Coin HTFx and the coin purse HTFx (each as specified in the Technical
Document) may be regulated in your jurisdiction with respect to barter exchanges;
11) you agree and acknowledge that neither HTFx nor Distributor shall be liable
for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other damages of any kind in
respect of tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of income,
income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from or in connection with any
acceptance or use of this Technical Document or any part thereof by you; and;
12) all the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and
do not mislead from the time of your access and / or acceptance of possession of this
Technical Document or its part (as the case may be).

Warning note on forward-looking statements
All statements contained in this document, statements made in press releases or
in any place, accessible to public and oral statements that may be made by HTFx and /
or Distributor or their respective directors, executive officers or employees acting on
behalf of HTFx or Distributor (as the case may be), which are not statements of
historical fact, constitute "forward-looking statements". Some of these statements can
be identified using perspective terms such as "goal", "goal", "anticipate," "believe,"
"can," "evaluate," "expect," "if," "intend," " Possible "," plan "," possible "," probably ","
project "," should "," will "," will "or other similar terms. However, these terms are not
an exclusive means of determining forward-looking statements. All statements
regarding the financial position of HTFx and / or Distributor, business strategies, plans
and prospects and industry perspectives mentioning HTFx and / or Distributor are
forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not
limited to, statements of income and profitability of HTFx and / or Distributor,
prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other issues discussed in
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this HTFx and / or Distributor document are matters not addressed. are historical facts,
but only forecasts.
These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that could cause the actual future results, results or
achievements of HTFx and / or Distributor to be materially different from any future
results, performance or expected expectations, expressed or implied such forwardlooking statements. These:
1) changes in political, social, economic and stock or crypto-currency market
conditions and regulatory environment in countries in which HTFx and / or the
Distributor conducts its respective businesses and operations;
2) the risk that HTFx and / or the Distributor may be unable or fulfill or implement
their respective business strategies and plans for the future;
3) changes in interest rates and exchange rates of currencies and crypt
currencies;
4) changes in the expected growth strategies and the expected internal growth of
HTFx and / or the Distributor;
5) changes in the availability and fees paid to HTFx and / or the Distributor in
connection with their respective businesses and operations;
6) changes in the availability and salaries of employees who must be HTFx and /
or Distributor for the management of their respective enterprises and operations;
7) changes in the preferences of HTFx and / or Distributor customers;
8) changes in competitive conditions in which HTFx and / or Distributor operate,
as well as the ability of HTFx and / or Distributor to compete in such conditions;
9) changing the future capital needs of HTFx and / or the Distributor, and the
availability of funding and capital to finance such needs;
10) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
11) cases of catastrophic events, natural disasters and natural disasters that affect
the enterprises and / or operations of HTFx and / or Distributor;
12) other factors not depending on HTFx and / or Distributor; and
13) any risks and uncertainties associated with HTFx and / or Distributor, as well
as their business and operations, Coin HTFx, the original Coin HTFx and the HTFx coin
purse (each of which is mentioned in the Technical Document).
All forward-looking statements made or owned by HTFx and / or Distributor, or
persons acting on behalf of HTFx and / or Distributor, are clearly qualified to the full
extent by such factors. Given that the risks and uncertainties that could lead to actual
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future results, results or achievements of HTFx and / or Distributor, differ materially
from those anticipated, expressed or implied by forward-looking statements in this
Technical Paper, do not place undue reliance on these statements. These forwardlooking statements are applicable only to the date of this document.
Neither HTFx, nor the Distributor, nor any other person represents, guarantees or
guarantees that the actual future results, results or achievements of HTFx and / or
Distributor will be discussed in these forward-looking statements. The actual results,
results or achievements of HTFx and / or Distributor may differ materially from those
anticipated in forward-looking statements.
Nothing contained in this document is, or can not be considered, a promise,
representation or obligation regarding future work or policies of the HTFx and / or
Distributor.
In addition, HTFx and / or the Distributor waive any responsibility for updating any
forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to these forward-looking
statements to reflect future events, events or circumstances, even if new information
becomes available or other events occur in the future.

Information on the market and industry and the consent of
others
This document contains information on the market and industry, as well as
forecasts obtained from internal reviews, reports and studies, where necessary, as well
as market research, public information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports,
studies, market research, public information and publications usually indicate that the
information they contain has been obtained from sources that are deemed reliable, but
there can be no guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of such included
information.
To retain for HTFx, Distributor, relevant directors, executive officers and
employees, no person has consented to the inclusion of his or her name and / or other
information attributed or perceived as referring to such person, in this connection it is
presumed that the document and the lack of representation, warranties or obligations
should be provided with respect to the accuracy or completeness of such information by
such person and such persons are not required to provide any updates on the same.
While HTFx and / or the Distributor has taken reasonable steps to ensure that
information is accurately and correctly extracted, HTFx and / or the Distributor did not
independently analyze information extracted from third-party sources, verified the
accuracy or completeness of such information or the establishment of fundamental
economic assumptions based on it. Therefore, neither HTFx nor the Distributor, nor the
respective directors, executive officers and employees acting on behalf, make any
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representations or warranties regarding the accuracy or completeness of such
information and are not required to provide any updates based on them.

Terms Used
To facilitate a better understanding of the Coins HTFx offered for purchase by the
Distributor, as well as the enterprises and operations of HTFx and / or Distributor,
certain specifications and abbreviations have been used, and in some cases their
descriptions in this document. These descriptions and assigned values should not be
considered as determining their values and may not correspond to standard industry
values or usage.
Words importing a single number should, if applicable, include the plural and vice
versa, and words importing the male gender should, if applicable, include female and
neutral gender and vice versa. References to individuals should include corporations.

No ads
No information in this document should be considered as business, legal, financial
or tax advice regarding HTFx, Distributor, Coin HTFx, the original Coin HTFx and the
HTFx coin purse (each of which is mentioned in the Technical Document). You must
consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor regarding HTFx and / or
Distributor, as well as the relevant businesses and operations, Coin HTFx, the original
Coin HTFx and the HTFx coin purse (each of which is mentioned in the Technical
Document).
You should be aware that you may need to bear the financial risk of any purchase
of Coins HTFx for an indefinite period of time.

There is no additional information about the update
No person has been or is not authorized to provide any information or
presentation not contained in this document in connection with HTFx and / or
Distributor, as well as their respective enterprises and operations, Coin HTFx, the
original Coin HTFx and HTFx coin purse (each of which is mentioned in the Technical
Document), and, if given, such information or presentation should not rely on the fact
that they have been resolved or on behalf of HTFx and / or Distributor. The original sale
of Coin HTFx (as stated in the Technical Paper) under no circumstances represents a
permanent establishment or creates any assumptions or consequences that there was
no change or development that could reasonably lead to significant changes in the
business, terms and conditions of the HTFx and / or Distributor or in any statement of
fact or information contained in this Technical Document from the date of its provision.

Restrictions on distribution and distribution
The distribution or distribution of this Technical Document or any part thereof may
be prohibited or restricted by laws, regulations and rules of any jurisdiction. In the
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event that any restrictions apply, you must inform yourself and comply with any
restrictions that apply to your ownership of this Technical Document or its part (as
appropriate) at your own expense and without obligation to HTFx and / or the
Distributor. Persons who have been distributed or distributed a copy of this Technical
Document have granted access or otherwise disposed of the Technical Document in
their possession, do not distribute it to other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute
this Technical Document or any information contained herein for which -You can not
resolve or cause the same goals.

Risk and uncertainty
Prospective buyers of Coins HTFx (as specified in this document) must carefully
consider and evaluate all the risks and uncertainties associated with HTFx, the
Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, Coin HTFx, the original Coin
HTFx and the coin purse HTFx (each as specified in the Technical Document), all the
information contained in this White Paper, prior to any purchase of Coins HTFx. If any
such risks and uncertainties develop in real events, the business, financial condition,
performance and prospects of HTFx and / or Distributor may be significant and
unfavorable. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the accumulated, acquired Coins
HTFx.
Please note that citizens of the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan,
Singapore, China and / or residents of these countries are prohibited from participating
in the sale / purchase of Coins HTFx.

Brief insight
Coin HTFx is not the first project of High Technology Solutions Limited for seven
years. The company develops, implements and integrates various promising directions
for all customers, primarily affecting the interests of investors and responding to their
demands and requests.
Coin HTFx - self-financing, self-managing, private, instant and secure Cryptocurrency, based on the Dash crypto currency, took all the best and became even more
convenient and sought-after among investors, was developed with a democratically
determined transparent social contribution executed without central management to
support socially responsible decentralization of currency. Budgets for the social
contribution, promotion of users and traders and stimulation of use, budgeting,
development and marketing, as well as improved adjustment of mining complexity for
better distribution and growth, better management, aimed at increasing
decentralization and democratic freedom and various scaling opportunities will be
included. and transaction speed.
Coin HTFx - developed on an advanced and successful encryption protocol, we
tried to develop a strategy for mass implementation in the draft protocol to support
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aggressive penetration into the financial market and the wide recognition of Coin HTFx,
providing an alternative to centralized social contributions, bank deposits, other
investments. Coin HTFx will be your favorite and universally recognized currency.

Introduction
Thanks to the work of Satoshi Nakamoto and Evan Duffield and the team, the
digital currency has reached a level of maturity where it can function as a form of
digital money; where the end user can send an instant, private and secure transaction
over the network and where the network itself can independently finance and manage
its development and growth efforts on a decentralized basis.
In addition to technical problems that need to be overcome in order to compete
with credit cards, banks and currencies, such as those necessary for scaling safely and
qualitatively, we believe that many of the key elements needed for crypto currencies
that function as digital money or a way of payment are at the root and that the success
of the crypto currency is becoming increasingly dependent on acceptance factors, such
as user interfaces, price stability and network effect.
For this reason, and just as it would be unnecessary or inappropriate to reinvent
the wheel or the basics of the engine in order to build our vision of the car, we chose
the derived Dash code with open source (in itself from Bitcoin) for its two-tier network
with the stimulated MasterNodes and enhanced transaction speed and privacy features
as a starting point for our development team, while adding several improvements
related to our goal, brand vision and mass adoption strategy.
A tool that can become an ideal global payment system is usually used as a
speculative asset. This project is designed as a solution to the main problem in
question, and takes into account the problems and problems faced by the global
financial system.

Prerequisites for creating a project
The prerequisites for the creation of the project appeared long before the
formation and creation of High Technology Solutions Limited when our team was
interested in the issue of investments, in 2011 we are creating our broker company,
which allows each investor to receive a passive profit. But as the development of other
industries, including the rapid development of the crypto currency, led to the creation of
its own currency, which will solve the main problem of each investor - maximizing the
profit with minimal risks and costs including payments for taxes to the state with
disclosure of information and the account holder.
This problem is not the only one, as we all understand that no investment
company, a brokerage company in the forex market, binary options and other financial
structures can provide 100% anonymity to their customers and protect transactions,
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including themselves deposits, accounts and organize the flawless storage of your
savings.
Many payment systems, as an example of E-Gold, Moneybookers (changed its
name to Scrill), LibertyReserve, and EgoPay, already today is another large electronic
payment system called OkPay which is re-bought and on the basis of which a new
MoneyPolo and such payment systems are being used that investors from all over the
world are using , customers are sometimes simple people, such systems are many and
many work for years, but do not give full use of all investment opportunities.
If you count that only in LibertyReserve there were more than a million users who
lost more than 170 000 000 dollars in their accounts only at the moment when this
payment system was closed (the data may be different and not exact), we take them
from open sources and know what hundreds of millions, trillions of dollars each year
users lose on commissions for transactions, converting, blocking accounts, hacking
wallets and other hacker attacks, paying taxes and other fees in including and
converting to the country's currency.
Clients of any brokerage company do not have the opportunity to properly enter
and withdraw money, they simply do not have a choice and we have repeatedly
evaluated this market, we are told by clients from Alpari, InstaForex, RoboForex,
TeleTrade, NordFX, HYCM, Forex Club, FxPro, Grand Capital , Larson & Holz IT Ltd,
Boston Merchant Financial, CMC Markets, and a number of other large and well-known
companies, totaling 2,500 brokers and the possibility of integrating and implementing
payment by crypto currency has been realized in no more than 0.2% of all companies.
We are not talking about the issue of trade in crypto currency, we are talking about the
possibility of using accounts and as a variant of the account not only in dollars, euros,
rubles, but also trading accounts in the crypto currency.
In the course of the study, we realized that customers simply need to have this
opportunity, and the problem of integration and working with companies is only an
incentive for the development and generation of our currency that we suggest you use
directly not only in everyday life to buy goods or pay for services, but also for
immediate speculation and profit for everyone who wants on the planet.
When the wishes of clients are scientifically satisfied, this only has a positive effect
on the development of the company and the project as a whole, can talk about its
profitability and prospects of creation, about development for several decades in
advance. But if we take into account the wishes of traders and say that we cover all
clients, we must solve the problem of permanent "plums". We do not want to keep
silent about the fact that 99.9% of clients simply do not know how to trade and lose
their savings on the first day.
For example, let's take an average company that has about 40,000 customers and
we can confidently say that each of them lost at least $ 100 in this company, which is
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4,000,000 dollars left by customers in the company, now take the number of brokers
2500 and multiply for 4 000 000 $ we get 10 000 000 000 $ this amount which
customers lose every year! Why did we take one year? More than 7.5 billion of the
world's population believe us, on our word, they lose much more on investment, much
more than we have indicated here and it does not matter for a year or three years,
understanding is important. And what is important is that we want to change this
situation in favor of clients, in favor of each investor.
In most cases this happens on the issue of ignorance of the market, people simply
can not study the market in a short period of time and in the hope of earning a fortune
lose everything. We also solved this problem thanks to our Cryptocurrency, Coin HTFx
will allow you to make huge profits and be confident in the future safely, without the
risk of loss, without knowledge of the market, without additional costs.

Description of the project
Like many who read this White Book, we also believe that solving all problems and
problems is possible only if we create a new crypto currency, create a new HTFx Coin
and take as a basis Dash we really liked the implementation of this coin and we decided
to implement our improvements.
In addition, the coin Dash is now worth more than $ 300, and even buy one coin
to be at the origin of the possibility of the coin has no one else, what to speak of the
creation of MasterNode 1000 coins or a budget of $ 300 000, this version has a Dash
simply unattainable for more customers. And since we are talking about the possibility
of investing and accessibility for all segments of the population from $ 10 or $ 100 at
the initial stage of the ICO is available for all.
The creation of each coin is a separate condition and the solution of their tasks,
each coin has its own unique purpose and therefore can be viewed by investors as an
addition to the main investment portfolio or the main type of investment, since even
distributing its budget between several coins and making an investment at the ICO
stage in coin from $ 10 to $ 100 that can afford almost everyone can get 'X XXXXX
provided such purchase coins at the price of $ 0.07 and sell it a year later for $ 115
profit percentage will just go off scale.
The main and most significant goal of the project, which we set for ourselves - is
to give every client the opportunity to invest without fear of being deceived or
completely losing money.
The purpose Coin HTFx - to become one of the leading coin market
cryptocurrency well-capitalized, with minimal costs, maximum profitability, along with a
wide range of financial services to all segments of the population including the
maximum protection and security of every customer's investment.
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A coin, an instrument that can become an ideal global payment system, is usually
used as a speculative asset. This project is designed as a solution to the main problem
in question, and takes into account both the global problems and local problems faced
by the entire financial system and the whole of the crypto currency.
Solving the set tasks for achieving all the goals is not a matter of one month or
even a year is a difficult but achievable task for a team that has specific goals and ideas
for their solution. That is why we are gradually, but with maximum efficiency and
quality to fulfill all obligations and justify entrusted to our responsibility, study
everything thoroughly and painstakingly slowly, because there will be a rush of excess.
We are convinced that the recognition of any coin is achieved through trust, our
Coin HTFx is no exception. And this trust we receive not only for past merits, but also
directly on the whole path of development of our company. Therefore, we gathered all
the best in our opinion that there is a crypto currency in the market, took into account
all your requests and wishes, implemented useful functions in Coin HTFx which each of
you can appreciate and get financial stability and prosperity, and most importantly
confidence in tomorrow day.

The ideological aspect
In the world over the past couple of years, a whole bunch of different financial
start-ups have started, which are trying to offer an alternative to traditional banking.
And Bitkoyn, who is trying to "please governments," will have to compete with them on
an equal footing. And if you consider that almost all governments would have been
easier for Bitcoin to just disappear - this competition could be deadly for him.
Coin HTFx does not try to adjust, under state regulation, and is positioned in a
niche of real anonymity, in which "official financial projects" will not be climbed for
political reasons. As a result, the HTFx coin will not be difficult to tamper with the entire
niche of "alternative money", and Bitcoin alas has all chances in the long term and
"hang" in the state of "neither fish nor meat."
Of course, the ambitions and plans of Coin HTFx "to become alternative
anonymous money" will not appeal to a number of governments, which means they
have not only great prospects, but also the corresponding risks. But, at least, Coin HTFx
clearly positions itself, and clearly, for what it risks. Alas, this can not now be said about
Bitcoin, whose success is unreasonable even if he successfully realizes his plans. This is
a known problem: "Not enough ambitious plans save you from risks, but do not allow
you to achieve good results." Therefore, the ideological aspect is very important.

Technological aspect
Based on the open source Bitcoin and Dash (and as we know, Dash based on
Bitcoin's code), Coin HTFx is able to quickly and easily integrate key innovations and
features of both Dash itself and other open source crypto-currencies. In the opposite
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direction, this will not work (or there will be a number of significant limitations). The
long-term perspective is as follows: Coin HTFx will work in a vacuum cleaner mode:
"Let everybody in, do not let anyone out". Those. not only the first to accumulate the
best foreign technologies (even those that are still only in projects) - but also create
their own unique, successfully "rebuilt" from potential competitors. Network
MasterNodes allows you to implement such functions that can not be realized on the
basis of other currencies.
At the moment, these are 2 key, unique, operating technologies that maximize the
possibilities of the MasterNodes network:
DarkSend is a technology (taken from Dash) denomination and anonymous
decentralized pre-mixing of user facilities, which allows everyone to make anonymous
payments without delay. The security of users' means is protected at the Dash protocol
level - it is impossible to steal coins during the anonymization process.
Anonymization of Darksend occurs due to the fact that transactions are formed
jointly by several users and are listed at once to several recipients during a group of
collective transactions. As a result, it becomes impossible to establish a one-to-one
correspondence between specific senders and recipients. Since during the preliminary
anonymization all user facilities are sent to their own hidden addresses - the system at
the protocol level is protected from the danger of theft during the anonymization of
Coin HTFx. In the current implementation, if you use DarkSend, the funds of at least
three users are mixed.
To increase the privacy of the system, during the anonymization all means are
denominated in indistinguishable standard denominations - 0.1 HTF, 1 HTF, 10 HTF and
100 HTF. In each round of mixing, all participants operate with the same denominations
sent and received funds. In addition to the denominational mechanism, the exclusion of
commission fees is applied, which are subsequently levied through group irregular and
non-tracked transactions.
Using the Darksend function is limited in size - "no more than 1000 Coin HTFx per
session". It takes several anonymization sessions to process larger amounts. To make
using the Wallet more convenient and to make it difficult to analyze the transactions at
the time of their execution - the Darksend function works in the background. At
specified intervals, the user's wallet sends MasterNodes requests for mixing of funds.
After receiving requests, the network broadcasts information about the parameters of
the desired anonymization, which, however, does not allow you to receive private
information about the initiating user request.
Each Darksend session is an independent event that increases the level of
anonymity of the user's tools. However, since in one session there is only a mix of the
nominal values of three users - the third-party observer can with probability of 1/3
guess the belonging of a specific face value of Coin HTFx. To increase the level of
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uncertainty and the level of anonymity that results from it, a chain of mixing
transactions can be performed, which occurs sequentially through a chain of random
MasterNodes.

InstantX - instant technology (about 5 seconds) and guaranteed confirmation of
transactions in the network Dash, followed by their inclusion in the blockade. This
technology allows Coin HTFx to carry out almost instantaneous transactions - similar to
payment by bank cards at points of sale, but without the participation of a centralized
payment operator.
These 2 technologies, which are the main and advanced for Coin HTFx, are crucial
for ordinary users of the task, can not work within the framework of other crypto
currencies, since they are based on the features of the functioning of the MasterNodes
network.
Thus, the MasterNodes network is a unique technological platform on the basis of
which the most unusual and, most importantly, popular functional can be realized. This
allows us to predict that Coin HTFx not only will not yield its current technological
superiority, but it will also surprise you with new and yet unobvious technological
breakthroughs.

Investment aspect
Awareness of the "hidden technological potential" of Coin HTFx is encouraging
investors. Significantly, the forthcoming innovations are not visible to anyone in
advance and, accordingly, are not included in the current value. This lays an excellent
potential for further capitalization of the Coin HTFx Project in the future.
And this is not the only thing Coin HTFx is capable of inspiring long-term investors.
Let's take a look at crypto-currency projects in terms of joint-stock companies. In fact,
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it turns out that each coin represents 1 "share" and determines the corresponding share
of your property from the total capitalization of the entire project. It should be
understood that there is a regular additional issue of new coins, which actually dilutes
the share of all current owners of "shares".
An important nuance is that all new coins, for example Bitcoin, which uses only
PoW protection, are taken to the miners who support Bitcoin-network work well, but do
not contribute to its development. Those who are really trying to develop the Bitcoin
project (programmers, PR specialists, etc.) get inflation only in the course of time and
hope that the growth of the course will block it. This is unfair in its essence and at least
does not stimulate the further development of both the community and the crypto
currency itself. And in fact - it winds up virtually any project and the company in a dead
end.
In Coin HTFx, the release of new coins is different. There is also a regular
emission, but the miners get only a part of additional coins, and the rest is sent to longterm investors - MasterNodes operators who perform PoS protection (and their share of
coins increases monthly). As a result, we have a current situation in which the
"shareholder" share of MasterNodes operators over time does not only erode, but even
increases slightly, and this only positively affects the welfare of all investors holding
Coin HTFx.
In other words, the ROI of MasterNode content exceeds the inflation caused by
the regular emission of new Coins HTFx. Is not this a fairy tale? Holders of other crypto
and conventional investments can only dream about it! In addition, unlike the miners,
MasterNodes owners are vitally interested in further intensive development of Coin
HTFx and the corresponding increase in its value. This compels most of them to
participate in the development of the project not only with their personal abilities, time,
etc. - but financially (yes, it becomes profitable for them to finance the development of
the Project - this is reflected in the overall activity and effectiveness of the Coin HTFx
community).
In addition, the increase in the number of MasterNodes (each of which, at the
time of work, "fetters" the owner's 1000 HTF) triggers an inevitable deflationary
mechanism, leading to an increase in the cost of Coin HTFx. And the increase makes
the investment in additional Coin HTFx attractive, which in turn triggers a new round of
an ideal chain reaction to increase the cost of the entire system. From a technological
point of view, this ongoing increase in the cost of launching its own MasterNode in turn
makes it increasingly costly to attempt attacks on the network and puts a reliable
barrier before any effort to uncover anonymous transactions by Coin HTFx. This, in
turn, leads to a new round of growth in the attractiveness of Coin HTFx and the
increasing use and investment.
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As a result, we get the ideal System, which in simple words - is spinning itself,
capable of firing itself at new levels and seriously pleasing all, first of all investors,
holders of Coin HTFx.
So, the attractiveness of launching own MasterNodes stimulates large investors to
personally participate in this process. Technically it is not difficult, automated and
accessible to anyone with general computer literacy. All server part of MasterNode
content can be safely entrusted to third-party technical specialists. In this case, the
owner of 1000 HTF should not and is not obligated to trust their funds for a second,
and retains full control over them in his local wallet (accordingly, his investment is not
exposed to risks at the same time).
Of course, if you take into account the total number of coins issued, you can
calculate that there may be a maximum of 64 000 MasterNodes, but this is provided
that everyone has at least 1000 Coins HTFx on the account, given the initial sales
volume of 8 700 000 HTF, you can talk about 8700 MasterNodes, but feeling and
understanding the possibility of obtaining the most passive profit with a minimum cost
to buy Coins HTFx for $ 500 on average ICO can buy 10000 HTF, at a certain stage of
its holding for only $ 5000 you can have Super MasterNode Gold and receive in a year
from 45% and more profit in Coins HTFx and this is excellent chnoe business proposal.
https://ico.htfx.online/
This is why we present average values and calculations based on the development
of already existing crypto-currencies in the world and are confident that our business
model will be appreciated and accepted by society.
More details can be obtained in the next section, which will show the advantages
and capabilities of Coins HTFx in general, but in many respects everything will depend
on the end user, from the client who will make the right, right decision at the ICO stage
and continue working with Coins HTFx.
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Coin HTFx Description and Financial Model
On April 18, 2018, starting at 18:00 CST, HTFx.OnLine will issue 64 000 000 Coin
HTFx to the general public.
Coin HTFx Specification
Name of the coin
Coin HTFx
Abbreviation
THF
Hash algorithm
X11
Generation system (protocol)
PoW/PoS
Formula of reward for the block
2222222/(((Difficulty+2600)/9)^2)
Mining
CPU/GPU
Algorithm of complexity
Dark Gravity Wave 3.0
Decrease in the issue of coins per year (%) 7
Block size (megabytes)
2
Block generation (seconds)
180
Remuneration for the PoW unit
15
Confirmation of deposit (blocks)
200
Decentralized network
MasterNode
MasterNode commission (%)
20/30/35/40/45
Percent PoS v3.0 per year (%)
6/12/24/48
PoS reduction v3.0 percent per year%)
0/1/2/4
Minimum age of the bet (days)
30
Maximum age (days)
No
Structure / creation of MasterNode (HTF)
1000/10000/100000/1000000
MasterNode IP
IPv4 only (IPv6 must be disabled)
Confirmation of deposit (blocks)
20
Pre-activation (minutes)
10 - 20
Minimum transaction on the network (HTF) 0.001
Maximum transaction (HTF)
1000 per session
Transaction Fee (HTF)
0.0001
Transaction Confirmation (seconds)
InstantX ≈5
Transaction Security
DarkSend
Total number of coins (HTF)
Original coin issue (HTF)
Preliminary sales of ICO (HTF)
Sales of ICO (HTF)

65 000 000
8 700 000
3 000 000
5 700 000

P2P port
RPC port
MasterNode port

28330
33280
28330

P2P port for tests
RPC port for tests

28331
33281
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As you can see from the specification we use two protocols, we will not specifically
paint and repeat that there are already the essence of the protocols, it is identical and
reduces to protecting all the networks as a whole, for which clients receive
compensation, for the work done, for their efforts and mining, including .
Given that the new block appears every 180 seconds (3 minutes), you can
calculate the number of blocks per hour, per year and accordingly knowing the reward
for the block to get the total number of Coin HTFx for a year or a certain period, this is
shown in the table below (Production Years) below where we tried to make a detailed
calculation and determine the time of extraction of the last Coin HTFx including. Of
course, it will be necessary to additionally take into account the complexity of the
recalculation for each block, but we tried to show, including a decrease in the output by
7% from the previous year of the new Coin HTFx.
Generation time

3 minutes

1 hour

1 day

1 year

Remuneration (HTF)

15

300

7200

2628000

20

480

175200

Number of blocks

Dark Gravity Wave (DGW) - an algorithm for adjusting the complexity of mining,
created to circumvent the shortcomings in the algorithm Kimoto's Gravity Well. In this
case, a multiple and simple moving average is used to smoothly adjust complexity,
which is recalculated for each block. The fee for the block does not change strictly with
the block number, but instead uses a formula based on Moore's law:
2222222/((Difficulty + 2600)/9)^2
We made our additions and improvements to the implementation of MasterNode
MasterNode
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Diamond

Minimum (HTF)
1000
10000
100000
1000000

Year (%)
6
12
24
48

Less (%)
0
1
2
4

Thus, holders of MasterNode will not be able to generate an unlimited amount of
Coin HTFx, which will only positively affect the growth of the cost of the coin itself, and
the profitability after the fact will be full 12 years, when the maximum percentage of
profit for all MasterNode will be received. A decrease in interest occurs every year and
this is seen from the table below (Years of production) below, but the percentage that
they receive from the POW proof of work is growing. The percentage grows in the
same proportion, which allows you to achieve a balance and distribute profit for 45
years at the age of 45/45/10, and holders MasterNode Bronze steadily receive 6% all
12 years + profit for proof of storage.
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Mining is the process of selecting a block signature. This procedure has a high
complexity, namely, the complexity directly depends on the profit of the miner. Crypto
currency, in particular Bitcoin is arranged so that the more it is extracted, the more
difficult the mining process becomes.
Following the logic that complexity is constantly increasing and remuneration in
the long term is decreasing, it becomes clear that a single extraction of crypto-currency
(solo-mining) simply can not exist. So there were mining pools, which unite miners from
all over the world.
At the dawn of mining development, the complexity of mining of crypto-currency
and the aggregate network hash allowed to extract coins even without specialized
equipment. The computing power of the processor, and later the video card was
enough to sign the unit and receive awards for it. However, the development of
equipment for mining and the rapid growth of complexity led to the emergence of
concepts:
Solo mining is the extraction of crypto-currency alone on its own equipment only.
At solo mining, the miner retains all the reward for the unit.
Mining in the pool. A pool is a combination of the equipment capacity of many
miners at once to increase the probability of finding a block. The reward for the block,
extracted by the pool, is distributed among all participants.
Mining pool is a server that divides a large task of calculating the signature of a
block for small tasks and distributing it to connected devices. Contribution to the overall
work of each of the miners participating in the pool is estimated using the "ball" (from
the English "share").
Shara "is a small part of the job of finding a solution to a hash function for signing
a block that is issued by a pool of a miner. Collecting balls from the miners, the pool
server checks their validity. As soon as some "ball" satisfies the current values of
complexity, the pool server announces the signing of the block. After that, the pool
receives a reward for the block and distributes it among the miners in proportion to the
number of transferred "ball" regardless of whether there was a signer among them.
Creating a pool mining is a full-fledged business. The owner of the pool earns by
charging a commission from the coins they have extracted. Typically, the pool
commission varies between 0.3% and 1-2%. In addition to the "official" earnings in the
form of commissions with income, mining pools are often seen in understating the
amount of processing power miner. It's easy to guess that a centralized pool has many
opportunities to manipulate a hash of miners. In fact, this is an additional hidden
commission for participating in the pool. Its size ranges from 0% (for honest pools) to
10% or more (for pools that deceive their members).
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Despite the relative simplicity of creating a pool, it's still a difficult business. From
a technical point of view, the pool is only a dedicated server with not the most complex
software. To create a pool, you can use ready-made templates and step-by-step
instructions. But the difficulty lies in attracting participants. Large pools appeared either
among the first and quickly became popular, or were built around large private farms,
offering attractive conditions to participants.
All crypto-currencies, which are emitted by mining on the basis of the Proof-ofWork principle, have a complexity indicator. The complexity of mining depends on the
number of devices involved in the extraction and reflects the probability of finding the
receipt of the award by the miner. The complexity increases with the arrival of new
miners, automatically adjusting so that the new unit joins every few minutes. This
means that there is a growing competition for the ever-changing size of the award for
the block attached to the blockbuster. Increasing competition leads to a decrease in the
probability of getting a reward when mining itself.
For example, the average time to search for a signature when bit-mining Bitcoin or
Etherium, even on the most powerful equipment due to incredible complexity, is
approaching several years! But this is the average estimated time, but in reality the
process can drag on for many years.
Mining pool, combining the efforts of thousands of crypto currency receivers,
significantly reduces the time to receive a reward. Miner even with simple equipment,
for a long time solving "balls" and not finding a single block, still receives a reward.
The algorithm for creating a pool can be described as follows:
Creating software. Writing a good code for a pool script requires a lot of time and
money. Novice pool creators often, making minor adjustments, use already ready-made
templates with open source. But on such scripts it is impossible to build a serious
project because of low security. As the popularity of the pool grows, there will be first
difficulties. The problems are most likely to be related either to crackers, or embedded
in the code and hidden algorithms that steal the hashed miners.
Create a server. To raise the server for the mining pool, you will need serious cash
investments. To create a stable pool, leased dedicated servers or specifically buy server
hardware. Important features of the server should be high performance and fault
tolerance. A separate and expensive item will be a broad and stable communication
channel, as well as staff salaries. Among the employees of the pool, at least a system
administrator and a technical support specialist will be included.
Promoting the pool. Spending on marketing, advertising and promotion will "eat"
most of the budget. This is due to the high competition among the pools for mining. It
is very difficult for a beginner to compete on an equal footing with monsters that
appeared at the dawn of crypto-fever and combine 5-10-15% of the network hash.
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Moreover, the centralization of mining in several large pools is typical for all currencies.
The only way out is to provide the miners with unique services and focus on working
with little-known and untapped crypto-currencies.
Pool commission.
A very important criterion for evaluating the pool. The pool commission is that
part of the revenue from the extracted coins, which the server owner keeps to himself.
High commissions make the extraction of crypto-currencies unprofitable. The average
pool reward is 0.3-2%.
Frequency and minimum amount of payments.
Many pools limit the minimum payments and frequency of withdrawal of funds.
This nuance is important if the miner has low-performance equipment. Accumulation of
the minimum amount for payment can be delayed.
We knowingly and intentionally described to you thoroughly the whole way and
the scheme of the Mining Poole work using the Proof-of-Work protocol (Pow) and each
of you can create your Coin HTFx Coal Pool this is provided by the system. But already
with the naked eye it can be seen that this is a very costly and laborious process by
which not everyone can be engaged in creation, and not even every specialist will be
able to resolve this issue quickly and qualitatively.
Another important and distinctive feature of Proof-of-Stake technology is that the
version of PoS v3.0 is not in vain, it is possible to create pools on this protocol, which
can be combined into a shared pool and maximize the benefits of this technology
without having to understand programming at all, learn technical documentation,
configure servers, perform routine work and most importantly, there is no need to
spend extra money on the launch and operation of your Poole.
Of course, there are features that need to be known and correctly understood that
we can not assume that someone will take advantage of this improvement and will
exploit the vulnerability of each crypto currency which is called "Attack 51%". That is
why the maximum number of participants PoS v3.0 Pula no more than 10 people
including the founder and call it Super MasterNode which can and has the full right to
establish its terms of entry and payments in its Pool, establish fees, terms and amount
of payments, decide to refuse or accept participant in his Poole.
You can create your own Pool if your MasterNode Silver status is holders of 10 000
HTF or more can create a Pool, and all interested persons can participate in MasterNode
Bronze, but not more than 9 in one Pool. The same happens with other MasterNodes senior in rank can collect and invite younger ones. The number of active MasterNodes is
not reduced.
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Let's consider an example:
The owner (A) bought 100000 Coin HTFx and created MasterNode Gold to receive
24% a year from holding the coins in his wallet. The owner (B) has only 23050 coins
and holds MasterNode Silver - receives 12% per year, the investor (C) has only 40186
HTF and MasterNode Silver also receives 12% per year. Everyone keeps coins in their
wallets and benefits, in total 3 full MasterNodes work. One moment (A) makes a
decision to create its own Pool and announces the creation of Super MasterNode Gold
while setting a pool commission of 2% and a minimum payout of 100 HTF. This SMNG
Pool can only accept multiples of 10000 HTFs, therefore (B) leaves on its MNS 13050
HTF which is given to it all as well as 12% per year and lists 10000 HTFs in the SMNG
Pool, in turn (C) leaves 10186 and transfers 30,000 HTF in the SMNG Pool. Now (A) on
the purse in the SMNG Pool is 140000 Coin HTFx per cent per year 24% per month 2%
* 140000 HTF = 2800 HTF per month profit from this Pool. The profit (A) will be 2% or
2000 HTF, with the share (B) being 200 HTF, the share (C) = 600 HTF => 2800 HTF2000 HTF = 800 HTF
Many can say that this Poole and investments are not profitable given that the
organizer picks up 2% of the payment, but this is not true. Let's calculate how much
each month would be received using MasterNode's owl:
(B) 12% per year => 1% month = 10000 HTF * 1% = 100 HTF (solo mining)
(C) 12% per year => 1% month = 30000 HTF * 1% = 300 HTF (solo mining)
It's obvious right away that 24% is more than 12% per year, 2 times!
Even taking into account the commission of 2% to the holder of SMNG, the benefit
is immediately visible, but we will calculate fully taking into account the commission in
Pool mining (B) gets 196 HTF (200 HTF - 2%) and accordingly (C) gets 588 HTF (600
HTF - 2%).
The net profit from the unique opportunity to work in the Proof-of-Stake Pool (PoS
v3.0) with Coin HTFx coin for a month in a visual example is:
(B) +96 HTF (196 HTF-100 HTF)
(C) +288 HTF (588 HTF-300 HTF)
Two times more, of course every year the profit will be reduced, but will remain
relevant for:
Super MasterNode Silver (SMNS) => 6 years (until 2023)
Super MasterNode Gold (SMNG) => 9 years (until 2026)
Super MasterNode Diamond (SMND) => 11 years (until 2028)
In our example, the owner (A) the founder of SMNG approached the issue
productively and with big plans for the future in the development perspective for at
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least 10 years in front. From this operation from the example, he earned as we see only
on the commission 28 HTF (4 HTF + 22 HTF), but do not forget SMNG is not completely
formed since it is designed for 9 participants + the creator himself, and we did not
show the profit that he will receive Proof-of-Stake technology as the more the owner of
any MasterNode keeps coins on his wallet, the higher the chance of processing and
recording the block, which means more rewards and payments for the main process of
mining under this protocol.
The obvious advantage of Proof-of-Stake over Proof-of-Work is that its
implementation does not require huge energy consumption from miners, which makes
it much more efficient. PoS v3.0 mining allows you to extract crypto currency without
purchasing expensive equipment and without technical training. Simply put, money
makes money - it's not just empty words, it's a real example that we gave you on our
coin, and they proved how the proverb turned into reality - into life.
Be vigilant and attentive when you take part in the PoS v3.0 Pole from the
practice can be seen, then PoW Pools that collect dozens and hundreds of miners GPU
can not pay rewards, delay payments or be hacked by intruders, some immediately
create such pools to deceive investors. To begin participating in Pool PoS v3.0, carefully
study the conditions and possible guarantees for the safety of your investments in
someone else's wallet, carefully and thoroughly study all the risks associated with this
type of mining (production of new Coin HTFx). Evaluate, ponder and make the right
decision for choosing any Pool.
We reserve and reserve to ourselves only 0.47% of the total number of Coin
HTFx's issued only 300000 HTF and create for you immediately three official Super
MasterNode Gold which are able to accept only 27 MasterNode Silver while from the
very beginning your coins will begin to bring you revenue in twice the amount claimed,
the funds are on the company's accounts.
Moreover, you do not need to pay any commission at this, since we do not take
commission for internal transfers inside the company. Transfers and payments of profit
for you will be completely free, and the monthly profit can be profitable to sell to any
new participant, you can exchange in the exchange office, start trading on the cryptoexchange, to benefit fully, with guarantees of the safety of your funds.
The withdrawal of all savings is possible at any time in full without penalties. You
can withdraw some or all of the funds, but you do not receive any rewards. It is best to
plan the withdrawal of the whole deposit at the beginning of the month, since the
settlement period is 30 days.
You only have to buy 10000 Coin HTFx https://ico.htfx.online/ and send them to
SMNG for this simply contact the Finance Department via Skype: finance.htfx
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The overall distribution of Coin HTFx is as follows:
Assignment of distribution
Total number of coins
PoW
PoS + MasterNode
Preliminary sales of ICO
ICO company
Referral payments
Bounty Company
Company HTFx.OnLine
Forum "Bank" Coin HTFx
Invited specialists
Reserve fund

Quantity (HTF)
64 000 000
37 542 838
13 419 750
3 000 000
5 700 000
870 000
2 317 412
300 000
200 000
325 000
325 000

In percentages (%)
100
58,66
20,97
4,69
8,90
1,36
3,62
0,47
0,31
0,51
0,51

58,66

20,97
4,69

8,9
1,36

3,62

0,47

0,31

0,51

0,51
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Years of production Coin HTFx table PoS v3.0 mining and percentage (%) Production dynamics taking into account the reduction (%) per year
MasterNodes/годы

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

*** 210

Bronze

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

0

***

0

Silver

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

0

***

0

Gold

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

6

6

0

***

0

Diamond

48

44

40

36

32

28

24

20

16

12

8

6

0

***

0

Average PoS v3.0 (%)

22,5

20,75

19

17,25

15,5

13,75

12

10,5

9

7,5

6,5

6

0

***

0

Percentage of PoW (%)

20

20

30

30

30

35

35

35

40

40

40

45

45

***

45

PoW to Miners (%)

80

80

67

67

67

59

59

59

54

54

50

45

45

***

45

Fund Management

0

0

3

3

3

6

6

6

6

6

10

10

10

***

10

Coin HTFx production, taking into account the network load and the annual reduction in the production of new coins. PoW Protocol
Total / years

1
2 628 000

Total coins (HTF)

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

*** 210

2 444 040 2 272 957 2 113 850 1 965 881 1 828 269 1 700 290 1 581 270 1 470 581 1 367 640 1 271 906 1 182 872 1 100 071 ***

For the first 13 years (HTF)
All time (HTF)

8

2018 year

1

22 927 627
37 542 838

In the preliminary calculations, we laid down a decrease in payments for PoS Mining, where it is clearly visible that in 12 years each of MasterNode will be
released at 6% per year, and for 13 years they will receive 45% of the rewards for the PoW unit they work will be confirmed. It is such a scheme in our opinion is
a fair distribution, for all participants and holders of Coin HTFx.
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Groups and social networking
It is on social networks that many now spend their time and it is there that you
can quickly discuss any issue or get an update on the actualization of information, solve
problems that arise in the work. We distinguish several main social networks, in our
view, which are common are Facebook, Twitter and Vkontakte.
In addition to the fact that we created our account there, we created groups for
all those who do business, where company news, Coin HTFx news and important
messages will appear. Also in groups, you can freely communicate, discuss Coin HTFx,
share with other clients on the network, share emotions, enjoy and replicate posts that
you like. All this will play a positive role in the social aspect, in the development and
promotion of Coin HTFx as well as influence its pricing in some way, all customers
should be the most interested in this.
Here are links to groups and profiles that already exist:
Twitter
------------------Contact: https://twitter.com/HTFxCoin
------------------Facebook
------------------Main group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/183113502331760/
Contact: https://www.facebook.com/HTFxCoin
------------------Vkontakte
------------------Main group: https://vk.com/htfcoin
Contact: https://vk.com/htfxcoin
------------------Instagram
------------------Contact: https://www.instagram.com/htfxcoin/
------------------Telegram
------------------Channel information: https://t.me/htfxcoins
Username: https://t.me/htfxcoin
------------------Youtube
------------------Channel: HTFx Coins Youtube
------------------30/57
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Technically, we think that every holder of Coin HTFx should be in a group and
have our contacts in their contacts. But we can not force you to do this by force. We
can not impose you to lead an active life in Social networks, if this contradicts your
moral and moral qualities.
That's why for the most active, we have developed a powerful Bounty company
and the most active clients will be able to earn and receive Coin HTFx for free at their
disposal. Recall that in general for the advertising, Bounty company allocated 2 317 412
Coins HTFx.

Beginning of coin sales by HTF and ICO company
We have already stated clearly, in detail and in detail everything in White Paper
and follow the goals and objectives set. We decided to conduct Preliminary Sales of ICO
in one stage and the main ICO which will take place in five stages with the increase in
the cost of the HTF coin with each new stage.
As it was planned to collect enough budget from the sale of a coin no more than
50 Bitcoins by volume at the current market rate and we can say that already within
two / three weeks after the completion of the ICO, all coin holders will be able to use
their own wallets, a Blockchain explorer will be available, and already literally in a
month the coin will appear on the exchange auctions.
Consequently, the very stage of the roadmap can be partially reduced or increased
depending on sales on the ICO and, to a large extent, on the activity of the clients
themselves, since first of all we focus on the client.
We allocate 8 700 000 HTF coins for sales, this amount will be distributed among
the participants, and they will receive the first MasterNode status, launch the mining
process and start earning profits from the first minutes. Given the minimum price for
one coin of just $ 0.01 for 1 HTF Coin, virtually anyone can have MasterNode "Bronze"
and allow MasterNode "Diamond" to be available to everyone.
The minimum purchase is expedient in 10 $ (it is recommended to purchase not
less than 1000 HTF as this quantity allows to create MasterNode)
Maximum: 1 000 000 HTF
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Preliminary sales phase 18.04.18 / 04.22 - 3 000 000 HTF is allocated
The first stage of the ICO 18.04.23 / 05.07 - 2 300 000 HTF
The second stage of the ICO 18.05.08 / 05.21 - 1 300 000 HTF
The third stage of the ICO 18.05.22 / 06.05 - 1 000 000 HTF
The fourth stage of the ICO 18.06.06 / 06.20 - 800 000 HTF
Fifth stage of the ICO 18.06.21 / 07.04 - 300 000 HTF
If Coin HTFx are sold ahead of schedule, then the next stage begins immediately
after the completion of the previous one. All coins that are not sold within the allotted
time, at the ICO stage, go to a new stage at a new price.
Everyone can purchase coins at any stage and pay in any convenient way that is
provided by the company. At the fifth final stage of ICO, the price of one HTF coin is $
0.11 per HTF
You can buy and pay for Coin HTFx in more than 30 ways, convenient for you, we
specifically provided you with the opportunity to purchase not only PerfectMoney, but
also for Payeer, and also you can make payments in the currency of BitCoin, BitCoin
Cash, Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, LiteCoin, ZCash, Dash, Doge and payment systems
such as: PerfectMoney, AdvCash and Payeer.
You need to contact Skype: finance.htfx finance department, create a purchase
request and receive the transfer amount, invoice for payment. You can also discuss all
the issues in our Forum https://forum.htfx.online/
We know that it is most convenient to purchase with the AdvCash payment
system, this system, which we use in our work, allows us to make instant transfers
without a transfer commission, an understandable and convenient payment system for
business and work for all customers. But if you have money in crypto currency, just
make a transfer to our account, pay the bill and get Coin HTFx at your disposal.
Attention! We remind you that to create MasterNode you must have at least
1000 HTFx Coins. The more coins you have, the higher your profit percentage from
participating in Proof of Stake (PoS v3.0).
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Buy Coin HTFx on ICO for any currency
You can buy in automatic mode for PerfectMoney https://ico.htfx.online/ in your
personal account. We think this is a very convenient way, but there are other options.
To receive an invoice for payment, you need to contact the Skype Department with the
financial department and discuss the terms of the coin purchase.
Skype only: finance.htfx
Payment requisites of HTFx.OnLine and Cryptocurrency wallets:
PerfectMoney: U6718518
----------------AdvCash: U793147168019
----------------Payeer: P8103075
----------------BitCoin: 1M3hKcPsBZYyTZsdM9qrptSb9aBYVgdYuE
----------------BitCoin Cash: 1KJrLkSdjshxeVNizTAJv8AyZwjdcev9LS
----------------Ethereum: 0x2f6e128b37a538c67be249db8e1a9f9bbb99fe1d
----------------Ethereum Classic: 0xb094853558fb0a8fe9d4cf41c8c078019f7ed5f7
----------------LiteCoin: LgZuTFqz8uJgKoDjuLTeuDKQuMk7Be4Bnu
----------------ZCash: t1c2rmCT2uyPD1kPeMVkuZghBhweD9bYRW3
----------------Dash: XcEMpEhRc4g1vyrz2Uwy6oCT4Eu9kCSeia
----------------Doge: DG1yi2BmqnSrzak69p2tugsV295WTCwiyt
-----------------
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HTFx Coin Referral Program
Do not confuse with the Bounty Company. A referral program is a great way to
earn free coins by inviting new members.
The referral program only works for the ICO and the partner receives 10% of all
coins bought by the customers of its structure, respectively, the more active clients of
the partner, the higher its profit.
Referral fees are calculated manually. To start getting 10% with every real partner
you need to have a deposit on your balance. Need to personally buy a minimum.
Currently, the minimum is 1000 Coins HTFx, which is in the dollar equivalent at a price
of 0.01 $ per coin HTF => total investment budget of $ 10
The price of the coin is growing. Make a purchase and develop your structure.
Get a passive profit. https://ico.htfx.online/

Investment use of income from ICO
High Technology Solutions Limited uses its budget and funding from its formed
funds to start and start the development of a new cycle and channel a previously
unused one, a coin of its own, coin HTFx, which you learned in this white paper. We
intentionally tried to cover all the possibilities of creating a crypto currency, tried to give
an opportunity to all our clients to participate and get the maximum profit from their
investments and engage in development and promotion like everyone else.

45%

35%

10%

5%

5%
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The funds raised from the sale of Coin HTFx are distributed in this way:
45% Business development: Development of numerous functions based on
blockchain technology and their integration with an already existing platform that will
ensure the development and growth of the powerfull system. To achieve our goals, we
will involve experienced professionals who have experience in this field and will enable
us to realize our potential.
35% Software and infrastructure: We need to expand our development team to
make sure that the platform runs on advanced technologies, ensuring seamless user
interaction, security and reliability.
10% Marketing: Increasing brand recognition in the community Crypto-currency
To achieve this goal, we will use ready-made marketing strategies, traditional
advertising methods, and enter into partnerships since the main marketing reserve is
used in the company's Bounty, but is widely used in the initial stage of the first 2 - 3
the month of the ICO, further development comes at the expense of its own financing,
connection of reserve funds, use of the profits for the first 13 years.
5% Legal department and administration: we need a strong legal and accounting
team that will ensure compliance with regional and state laws, while maintaining the
safety of our customer base.
5% Potential liabilities: There is a possibility of some unforeseen expenses
associated with the introduction of new functions and technologies, so a certain amount
of our budget will be allocated to address this type of circumstances.
The most competent use of the proceeds from the sale of Coin HTFx to ICO is the
key to the success of not only the coin and the company as a whole, but most
importantly the clients that HTFx.OnLine is targeting customers and your well-being is
the fundamental qualitative growth in the price and demand for Coin HTFx. According
to our estimates, in the first quarter of 2019 we are going to have a price of 1 HTF =
17.38 $ on crypto-exchange exchanges and exchange offices. You can calculate the
profit from the sale of your 10,000 coins or 100,000 coins in 8-9 months, considering
that you are buying at the price of 1 HTF = 0.05 $. What is the maximum profit
percentage you get?
Participate in the ICO. Buy coins at the lowest possible price. Get the maximum
passive profit and earn your first million dollars enough to have just 100 000 Coin HTFx,
but even if you have 1000 HTF or 10 000 HTF in stock, you will definitely be in the
black. https://ico.htfx.online/
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Bounty Company, (SMM) Coin HTFx
All must register on the ICO portal here https://ico.htfx.online/ first.
All Bounty company members must have a registration on our forum:
https://forum.htfx.online/
All participants must fill out the forms for each Bounty of SMM Coin HTFx company
separately, if they wish to participate in it.
If you do not register, you will lose the bonus and will not be able to
claim payments of rewards through the company's Bounty.
Be sure to register with each company separately if you want to promote in
different social networks and participate in the whole Bounty company without
exception and this can be done to one (everyone) if you meet the criteria.
If you have any questions about rewards or you want to change the address, you
have other questions you can always ask them in the affiliate's partner department:
partner.htfx and decide individually. You can ask on the forum in the appropriate topic.
We decided to make a separate branch on the forum with reports and separately with
possible questions for better reading.
Everyone should read and study White Paper to study the information on the ICO
website, the client's office and follow the instructions of the company's Bounty to
receive the award in time to follow the rules and regulations. Participants are accepted
by clients from different countries, but mostly English and Russian are used, if you
communicate only in your own language eg German, Spanish or your native Chinese
language or any other language you can lead and conduct Bounty SMM Coin HTFx in
your own language, the most important thing is to convey the information to your
audience and that is understandable to your readers. We will not object to this.
The total amount of 2 317 412 Coins HTFx allocated to this Bounty company will
be 3.57% of the total number of Coins HTFx (Total 64 000 000 HTF)
Twitter => 20% = 463 482 HTF
Facebook => 30% = 695 224 HTF
Vkontakte => 10% = 231 741 HTF
Youtube => 15% = 347 612 HTF
Instagram => 4% = 92 696 HTF
Telegram => 3% = 69 522 HTF
Blog Article => 10% = 231 741 HTF
Bitcointalk => 3% = 69 522 HTF
All Bounty SMM Coin HTFx => 5% = 115 871 HTF
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Twitter Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Twitter Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/nvrpQMkPOJlTzoP33
You must be subscribed to our Twitter account, tweet (retweet) at least 5 entries
Your Twitter account must have at least 100 real subscribers. Only one account
per user is allowed. You must re-publish (retweet) at least 5 tweets per week from our
official Twitter account. You must publish at least 5 tweets per week about the HTFx
Coin. Maximum 1 tweet per day.
Any publication with links to our profile and our site must be assigned to
your account for the entire duration of the Twitter Bounty SMM Coin HTF
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) you need to mention our tweet nick
@HTFxCoin and your tweet should have a link to the ICO website by Coin HTFx
https://ico.htfx.online/
The number of friends / fouls will not be updated in the middle of the award.
Tweets should be in English or Russian and should be posted here every week.
Note. We check tweets and retweets manually, so please be patient. Participation
of multi-accounts is prohibited!
• All your readers should be with avatars and have readers, empty, fake and bots
accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed). You should have a highquality audience of your readers, please pay attention to this.
• Twitter account must be real. Fakes, closed, inactive accounts will not be
accepted.
• In the event that violations are detected during the stage of Twitter Bounty SMM
Coin HTFx, we reserve the right to exclude your account from you without explanation
and commentary, the reward is not paid. Access to the profile must be open
Awards for the number of readers:
100 - 499 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
500 - 4999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week*
5000 - 9999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week
10000 and more => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
1 HTF per subscription to our Twitter account
+1 HTF for likes + repost (share) = 1 time per day // 5 times a week
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF on completion of Twitter Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
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The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Twitter Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx to their account. The contest is held with at least 50 Twitter Bounty accounts*. If
the number of participants of this company is less than 50, the rewarding is not made.
First place => 30000 HTF
Second place => 20000 HTF
Third Place => 10000 HTF
Fourth place => 5000 HTF
Fifth place => 2500 HTF
Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Facebook Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/8qfsFlvh1ypPtdX63
You must be subscribed to our Facebook account, and share (make a repost) at
least 5 entries
You must submit an inquiry to our group in Facebook
Your Facebook account must have at least 100 real friends. Only one account per
user is allowed. You must re-issue (repost) at least 5 publications a week from our
official Facebook account. You must publish at least 5 publications on your page per
week on the HTFx Coin. Maximum 1 publication per day.
Any publication with links to our profile and our site should be assigned
to your account for the duration of Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication should have a link to
the ICO Coin website HTFx https://ico.htfx.online/
The number of friends will not be updated in the middle of the award.
Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted here every week.
Note. We check publications and retweets manually, so please be patient.
Participation of multi-accounts is prohibited!
• All your friends should be with avatars and have friends, empty, fake and bots
accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed). You should have a quality
audience of your subscribers, please pay attention to this.
• Facebook account must be real. Fakes, closed, inactive accounts will not be
accepted.
• In case of any violations during the Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx stage, we
reserve the right to exclude your account from you without explanation and
commentary, the reward is not paid. Access to the profile must be open
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Awards for the number of friends:
100 - 299 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
300 - 2999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week*
3000 - 4999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week
5000 and more => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
+1 HTF per subscription to our Facebook account
+1 HTF for likes + repost (share) = 1 time per day // 5 times a week
+2 HTF for joining our group on Facebook
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF on completion of Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx to their account. The contest is held with at least 40 Facebook Bounty accounts*.
If the number of participants in this company is less than 40, the award is not made.
First place => 20000 HTF
Second place => 15000 HTF
Third Place => 10000 HTF
Fourth place => 5000 HTF
Fifth place => 2500 HTF
#2 Facebook SMM Coin HTFx .::. Facebook Group Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/1Cwmx0xtXe31ATVC3
You must submit a request to our group on Facebook, and share (make a repost)
at least 5 entries
You must be signed up for our Facebook account
Your Facebook group should have at least 1000 real subscribers. Only one group
per user is allowed. You must re-publish (share) at least 5 publications a week from our
official Facebook account team. You must publish at least 5 publications in your group
per week about the HTFx Coin. Maximum 1 publication per day.
Any publication should be assigned to you in the group for the duration
of the #2 Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication should have a link to
the ICO Coin website HTFx https://ico.htfx.online/
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The number of subscribers / members of the group will not be updated in the
middle of the award. Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted
here every week.
Note. We check publications and repo by hand, so please be patient. Participation
of multi-accounts (groups) is prohibited!
• All readers of your group should be with avatars and have friends, empty, fake
and bots accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed) You should have a
quality audience for your group's subscribers, please pay attention to this.
• Facebook group should be real. Fakes, closed, inactive groups will not be
accepted.
• In the event that violations are detected during the Facebook Bounty SMM Coin
HTFx stage, we reserve the right to exclude your group from you without explanation
and commentary, no remuneration is paid. Access to the group must be open
Awards for the number of participants in the group:
1000 - 2999 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
3000 - 29999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week*
30000 - 99999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week
100000 and more => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
+1 HTF per subscription to our Facebook account
+2 HTF for joining our group on Facebook
+1 HTF for likes + repost (share) = 1 time per day // 5 times a week
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF on completion of Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Facebook Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx to their account. The contest is held with at least 25 Facebook Bounty accounts *.
If the number of participants of this company is less than 25, the award is not made.
First place => 40000 HTF
Second place => 20000 HTF
Third Place => 10000 HTF
Fourth place => 5000 HTF
Fifth place => 2500 HTF
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Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Vkontakte Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/3GcAngGHuFojagCp1
You must be necessarily subscribed to our Vkontakte account, and share (make a
repost) at least 5 entries
You must submit an inquiry to our group in Vkontakte
Your Vkontakte account must have at least 100 real friends. Only one account per
user is allowed. You must re-issue (repost) at least 5 publications a week from our
official Vkontakte account. You must publish at least 5 publications on your page per
week on the HTFx Coin. Maximum 1 publication per day.
Any publication with links to our profile and our site should be assigned
to your account for the duration of Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication should have a link to
the ICO website of the HTFx coin https://ico.htfx.online/
The number of friends will not be updated in the middle of the award.
Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted here every week.
Note. We check publications and retweets manually, so please be patient.
Participation of multi-accounts is prohibited!
• All your friends should be with avatars and have friends, empty, fake and bots
accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed). You should have a quality
audience of your friends, please pay attention to this.
• Vkontakte account must be real. Fakes, closed, inactive accounts will not be
accepted.
• In the event that violations are detected during the Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin
HTFx stage, we reserve the right to exclude your account from you without explanation
and commentary, no reward is paid. Access to the profile must be open
Awards for the number of friends:
100 - 999 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
1000- 4999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week*
5000 - 8999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week
9000 and more => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
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Loyalty to each client in the form of:
+1 HTF for a subscription to our Vkontakte account
+2 HTF for joining our group in Vkontakte
+1 HTF for likes + repost (share) = 1 time per day // 5 times a week
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF upon completion of Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest number of clients during the
Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx on their account. The contest is held with at least 50 Vkontakte Bounty
accounts*. If the number of participants of this company is less than 50, the rewarding
is not made.
First place => 5000 HTF
Second place => 4000 HTF
Third place => 3000 HTF
Fourth place => 2000 HTF
Fifth place => 1000 HTF
#2 Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Vkontakte Group Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/fWkY4Vu00WsM9E9N2
You must submit a request to our group Vkontakte, and share (make a repost) at
least 5 entries
You must be signed up for our Vkontakte account
Your Vkontakte group should have at least 1000 real subscribers. Only one group
per user is allowed. You must republish (share) at least 5 publications a week from our
official account team in Vkontakte. You must publish at least 5 publications in your
group per week about the HTFx Coin. Maximum 1 publication per day.
Any publication should be assigned to you in the group for the duration
of the event #2 Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication should have a link to
the ICO Coin HTFx website https://ico.htfx.online/
The number of subscribers / members of the group will not be updated in the
middle of the award. Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted
here every week.
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Note. We check publications and repo by hand, so please be patient. Participation
of multi-accounts (groups) is prohibited!
• All readers of your group should be with avatars and have friends, empty, fake
and bots accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed) You should have a
quality audience for your group's subscribers, please pay attention to this.
• Vkontakte group must be real. Fakes, closed, inactive groups will not be
accepted.
• In the event that violations are detected during the Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin
HTFx stage, we reserve the right to exclude your group from you without explanation
and commentary, no remuneration is paid. Access to the group must be open
Awards for the number of participants in the group:
1000 - 9999 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
10000 - 49999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week*
50000 - 99999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week
100000 and more => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
HTF for a subscription to our Vkontakte account
+2 HTF for joining our group in Vkontakte
+1 HTF for likes + repost (share) = 1 time per day // 5 times a week
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF upon completion of Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest
Vkontakte Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional
HTFx on their account. The contest is held with at
accounts*. If the number of participants of this company
not made.

number of clients during the
Bonus in the form of Coins
least 25 Vkontakte Bounty
is less than 25, the award is

First place => 10000 HTF
Second place => 8000 HTF
Third place => 5000 HTF
Fourth place => 3000 HTF
Fifth place => 1000 HTF
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Youtube Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Youtube Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/JOv7VM0nmYMzwN793
You must necessarily subscribe to our Youtube Channel
Your Youtube channel must have at least 1000 real subscribers. Only one video
channel per user is allowed. Make a video review of our project, its functions, coins in
general. You can use all the documentation that is there. You can create, video reviews,
video instructions, video reviews of any video about Coin HTFx
The video must be in good resolution. Video must be at least 2 minutes.
You can upload them to Youtube, Dailymotion or other video channels.
You will receive a reward based on quality and audience / video.
The video must be attached to the main page of your Youtube Channel for the
duration of the Youtube Bounty SMM Coin. Be available always for viewing, you can add
to favorites, additionally create a playlist with the name of the coin. You must use our
hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication should have a link to the ICO Coin website
HTFx https://ico.htfx.online
The number of subscribers to Youtube Channel will not be updated in the middle
of the award. Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted here
every week.
Note. We check each video manually, so please be patient. Participation of multiaccounts is prohibited!
• All subscribers to your channel must be real people, fake accounts and bots
accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed) You should have a highquality audience of subscribers of your Youtube Channel, please pay attention to this.
• Youtube The channel must be real. Fakes, closed, inactive channels will not be
accepted.
• In case of violations during the Youtube Bounty SMM Coin stage, we reserve the
right to exclude your group from you without explanation and commentary, the reward
is not paid. Access to your Youtube Channel must be open
Reward for 10 000 video views:
1000 - 9999 => 10 HTF
10000 - 49999 => 15 HTF *
50000 - 99999 => 20 HTF
100000 and more => 25 HTF
Only the first 10,000 views are paid. Every subsequent 10,000 payment is half
that! The maximum possible payout per Youtube channel for all videos => 50000 HTF
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Award for creating a video:
A video is accepted for at least two minutes => 150 HTF
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
HTF per subscription on Youtube Channel
+2 HTF for the likes and comments to the video at least 38 words in the
comments mention of our currency and a link to the ICO site and our forum
+10 HTF at the end of the official holding of Youtube Bounty SMM Coin
The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Youtube Bounty SMM Coin receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins HTFx on
their account. The contest is held with the participation of at least 50 Youtube Bounty
SMM Coin*. If the number of participants of this company is less than 50, the rewarding
is not made.
First place => 10000 HTF
Second place => 8000 HTF
Third place => 5000 HTF
Fourth place => 3000 HTF
Fifth place => 1000 HTF
Instagram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Instagram Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/VdMNAb4fbzxWv3dX2
You must necessarily subscribe to our Instagram
Your Instagram must have at least 100 real friends. Only one Instagram per user
is allowed. You must reissue (share) at least 5 publications a week from our official
Instagram. You must publish at least 5 publications at Instagram in the week about the
HTFx coin. Maximum 1 publication per day. You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin)
and your publication should have a link to the ICO Coin website HTFx
https://ico.htfx.online/
The number of subscribers will not be updated in the middle of the award.
Publications must be in English or Russian and should be posted here every week.
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Note. We check publications manually, so please be patient. Participation of
multi-accounts is prohibited!
• All subscribers of your Instagram should be with avatars and have subscribers
(friends), empty, fake and bots accounts are not counted. (not more than 10% is
allowed) You should have a quality audience of your Instagram subscribers, please pay
attention to this.
• Instagram should be real. Fakes, closed, inactive Instagram will not be accepted.
• In case of violations during the Instagram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx stage, we
reserve the right to exclude your Instagram without explanation and commentary, the
reward is not paid. Access to Instagram should be open
Awards for the number of Instagram subscribers:
1000 - 999 => 12 HTF per month // 3 per week
1000 - 9999 => 24 HTF per month // 6 per week
10000 - 49999 => 48 HTF per month // 12 per week*
50000 - 99999 => 96 HTF per month // 24 per week
100000 and more => 192 HTF per month // 48 per week
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
+1 HTF per subscription to our Instagram
+2 HTF for the likes and comments of at least 38 words in the comments mention
of our currency and the link to the ICO site and our forum
+4 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+10 HTF after the completion of Instagram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest number of clients during the
Instagram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx to their account. The contest is held with at least 50 Instagram Bounty SMM Coin
HTFx accounts*. If the number of participants of this company is less than 50, the
rewarding is not made.
First place => 10000 HTF
Second place => 8000 HTF
Third place => 5000 HTF
Fourth place => 3000 HTF
Fifth place => 1000 HTF
Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Telegram Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/T7OxYz8vLxupQp0P2
You must necessarily subscribe to our Telegram Coin HTFx
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No spam or obscene language against other members or Coin HTFx. Discussion
about Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx is strictly prohibited!
Remain until the end of the Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx to receive all
payments. Share your publications in Telegram at least 5 reposts a week about the
HTFx coin. Maximum 1 publication per day.
You must use our hashtag (#HTFxCoin) and your publication or comment should
have (contain) a link to the ICO Web site Coin HTFx https://ico.htfx.online/
Remember that Telegram is not responsible for technical or financial issues, to
solve them, contact only the Skype of a particular department if you have urgent
questions during business hours, as well as you can ask questions on the forum in the
relevant sections. Telegram serves as a means of notifying about new updates,
releases, changes and other important messages of Coin HTFx.
Communication on extraneous topics in the general chat, in a group that
can be created later, Telegram is strictly prohibited!
• Participation of multi-accounts is prohibited!
• All Coin HTFx Telegram subscribers must be real, empty, fake and bots accounts
are not counted. (not more than 10% is allowed)
• In the event that violations are detected during the Telegram Bounty SMM Coin
HTFx stage, we reserve the right to exclude your Telegram without explanation and
commentary, no remuneration is paid.
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
+1 HTF per subscription to our Telegram Coin HTFx
+3 HTF for the participation in a row 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
+5 HTF upon completion of Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx on their account. The competition is held with the participation of at least 1000
Telegram Bounty SMM Coin HTFx accounts. If the number of participants in this
company is less than 1000, the award is not made.
First place => 1000 HTF
Second place => 800 HTF
Third place => 500 HTF
Fourth place => 300 HTF
Fifth place => 100 HTF
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Blog Article Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Blog Article Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/xObnrB69xHhCwUpP2
Your Blog must have at least a year registration (registration of your domain
where your blog is hosted), and the TIC of the domain must be at least 10 with a site
attendance of 300 people per day. Multiple blogs per user is allowed.
Write a good, high-quality article, review or blog post about Coin HTFx in your
words. Publish it on your website or blog. (maybe it will be your forum, site rating, etc.
your web portal is of high quality)
The article / review / review / blog should have at least 500 words.
Your text should be original. Copying and stealing other content lead to
disqualification. The audience for the published article should be related to
cryptography or correspond to the use for advertising and sales of crypto currency,
various coins / tokens with the appropriate audience for this.
The website must have a genuine audience. New websites will not be accepted.
The article / review / review / blog entry should contain a link to the Coin HTFx
website, the social group Coin HTFx on Facebook and the social twitter of Coin HTFx
including the link to the Coin HTFx forum and White Paper should be in the text.
Writers should familiarize themselves with official official documents in order to
provide an accurate description of the use of Coin HTFx
Article / review / review / blog entry should be published on an ongoing basis!
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
For the original BIG article {2000 words or more} = 300 - 600 HTF
For the original article MEDIUM {1000-2000 wods} = 200 - 500 HTF
For the original article SMALL {Below 1000 words} = 100 - 400 HTF
To post to your blog {articles / translations} = 50 HTF
For Repost the non-original article on Coin HTFx in your blog = 25 HTF
For example: you have an article for 754 words (this article is SMALL), but the TIC
of your Blog / site = 60 means you get 200 HTF if the TIC is more than 300 you will
earn 400 HTF, in other words, the more words in your original text and above the TIC,
the more will be your reward.
The most active participants who invited the largest number of clients during the
Article Bounty SMM Coin HTFx get an additional Bonus in the form of Coins HTFx on
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their account. The contest is held with participation of at least 80 Blog Article Bounty
SMM Coin HTFx accounts. If the number of participants in this company is less than 80,
the award is not made.
First place => 1000 HTF
Second place => 800 HTF
Third place => 500 HTF
Fourth place => 300 HTF
Fifth place => 100 HTF
Bitcointalk Bounty SMM Coin HTFx .::. Bitcointalk Instructions
For participation fill the form: https://goo.gl/forms/sfwogbBEpzkt6XCC2
We are looking for active Bitcointalk users. All participants must post at least 15
messages a week before the end of the sale of Coin HTFx in order to be eligible for a
reward.
Your account must not have negative credibility. Your account should not have
more than one signature. Messages in the following discussion boards will not be taken
into account. Politics and society, off-topic, archive, auctions, lending, beginners and
help. No spam, abuse or insults.
Terms and Conditions:
Only for juniors and above. Do at least 15 messages every week for a week.
Short messages less than 38 words are not accepted and are not taken into
account! Requires messages in the section of alternate cryptoresources.
Posts must be distributed for the whole week, not for 1-2 days, otherwise your
rate will be 0 for the week. Messages in any general thread and meaningless will not be
counted. Spam is strictly prohibited. If such a user is found that uses spam, he will be
immediately and finally disqualified, this is reported to the moderators and he gets a
ban on any other Bounty SMM Coin HTFx campaign by calculations.
Loyalty to each client in the form of:
Participants: 1 HTF per week
Users: 2 HTF per week
Valid users: 4 HTF per week
Senior members: 6 HTF per week
Legendary / Hero: 8 HTF per week
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+3 HTF per avatar / Signature design // paid once
+10 HTF for consecutive participation 4 weeks (one month) // every month!
The most active participants who invited the largest number of customers during
the Bitcointalk Bounty SMM Coin HTFx receive an additional Bonus in the form of Coins
HTFx to their account. The contest is held with at least 100 Bitcointalk Bounty SMM
Coin HTFx accounts. If the number of participants in this company is less than 100, the
award is not made.
First place => 5000 HTF
Second place => 4000 HTF
Third place => 3000 HTF
Fourth place => 2000 HTF
Fifth place => 1000 HTF
Translations and Moderation on Bitcointalk (other major forums on crypto
currency). We are looking for active users who can work and are ready to participate in
Bitcointalk Bounty SMM Coin HTFx
How to participate:
• Reserve your chosen language and tell us via Skype.
• After the translation is completed, put a link to your thread in this thread (the
topic will appear later ...)
Rewards:
• Translation ANN topic + Bounty topic: 150 HTF
Short messages less than 38 words are not accepted and are not taken into
account!
• Whitepaper: 100 HTF
• Website: 200 HTF
Rules:
• Each participant should update their branch at least 5 posts per week (you can
transfer the developer posts from ANN branches or social networks) you can take
information from the official Coin forum HTFx
• Spam posts will not be counted
Bounty Company, Media Coin HTFx. ::. Bounty SMM Coin HTFx Instructions
We provided the main directions in our Bounty company, but this does not mean
that we are not ready for cooperation or that we are limited only to these areas. No, we
are ready to consider any of your suggestions. Moreover, you do not just take part
yourself, but you can receive an additional 10% of the referral interest that you put to
everyone at the ICO Coin HTFx, which is another additional and passive income for Coin
HTFx and most importantly simple for everyone.
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You have your own forum, your site, you develop banners, write articles, make
educational video presentations, create advertising campaigns, promote websites on
the Internet, you want to earn and receive Coins HTFx for your actions and the work
you do with love, please contact us and we will be able to cooperate with you.
You are the owner of a currency exchange, you have your own broker company,
you are the director of an investment company, you are the owner of an exchange
office and want to cooperate with us, you want to build a business and have Coins
HTFx - contact us and we will cooperate with you. Terms of cooperation on favorable
terms for all parties, for the development and promotion of Coin HTFx.
We are also ready to pay Coins HTFx for other social networks such as:
LinkedIn, LiveJournal, Google Plus, Tumblr
You are engaged in automatic posting on bulletin boards, forums, blogs,
comments sending articles, you use automated systems in your work that give you 150
000 registrations, we are ready to discuss the decision and promotion in this direction
with payment in Coin HTFx according to our regulations and based on at the prices
indicated. Of course, such mailings do not carry quality, and sometimes they are just
needed for reference mass, but even if the price of one signature is only 0.001 Coin
HTFx, then only one mailing in 150 000 forums with our Coin HTFx website signature
can earn 150 Coin HTFx immediately, signature + message = 1650 HTF
In any case, we negotiate all the conditions individually and know the price. We
know all the work. Official start Bounty SMM Coin HTFx 23.04.18 the end date
will depend on sales Coins HTFx
The question may arise: "What will happen to the coins allocated to the Bounty
Company if the ICO sales ends early?" Of course, if you look at the dates on July 4,
2018, but if the sales are "fast" and will be completed earlier - Bounty company must
be stopped. All this is logical, but if so, the Coins HTFx will remain in the Bounty of the
company, then they will go on sale and an additional ICO will be announced at the price
of the last round. 1 HTF = 0.11 $ All this can be very beneficial for our customers if at
that moment Coins HTFx will start to be traded on stock exchanges, to be accepted by
exchange offices at a much higher rate, then we can buy Coins HTFx officially for 1 HTF
= 0.11 $
The remaining Coins HTFx coins can be sold to broker companies for further
monetization of the network turnover and trading on the stock exchange, offered
exchange offices for conducting operations on conversion and exchange with
customers.
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Road (Roadmap) development map
Coin HTFx has an aggressive road map for 2018-19, as we think, but we are
confident in our abilities. The Coin HTFx development team is dedicated to the rapid
expansion of coin technologies and capabilities. Additions and proposals to the road
map are welcome and welcome. Our road map consists of a number of steps that will
be addressed as they are relevant to the solution and advancement to our long-term
business plans.
The first step has already been made long before the writing of this White Paper
and the compilation of this Roadmap in 2011, when it was decided to register High
Technology Solutions Limited, the team without the concept of a road map with the
company's charter and clear plan took less than a year to occupy a niche in Forex
industry and not only serve customers, but also provide services for the sale of turnkey
turnkey companies, custom software development and other services in the field of
Internet trading.
It is the significant status, knowledge of your business, responsibility to each
client, diligence, decency, it is possible to list all the qualities of the HTFx team, they
invest all knowledge, put all their efforts and their soul into the development of any
project, all this gives guarantees and imposes a milestone success on the promising
development of Coin HTFx.
Implementing all our ideas and developing Coin HTFx should be cost-effective this is the task that we set as a priority. To this end, our team has developed a plan for
the development of Coin HTFx. The presented list of stages will become a roadmap for
our project.

Second quarter
2018

Third quarter
2018

The launch of the Coin HTFx coin sale site (ICO site) begins
before the sale. Publication of WhitePaper, launch of the forum,
work with clients. Beginning of the development of Coin HTFx
and the launch of the launch of the original coin offer, the sale
of Coin HTFx. Run the Bounty program.
Work on the technical part of the project. Development of
technical infrastructure, e-wallets for Coin HTFx, integration of
payment systems (optional), testing and launching of internal
purses, deployment of HTFx motives in a block chain, as well as
other tasks preceding the release and sale of tokens on crypto
exchanges. Large-scale holding of Bounty Company around the
world. Maximum reach and work with clients.
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Fourth Quarter
2018

First quarter
2019

Solution of marketing tasks. A serious stage of work, important
and responsible at this stage. Coin HTFx will enter the leading
crypto exchanges: Binance, Bitfinex, Kraken, Bitstamp, Bittrex,
Hitbtc, Poloniex, Exmo, Yobit, Livecoin. Log on the stock
exchange is necessary for promotion and development. This
stage is implemented in a complex way with the implementation
of Coin HTFx, not only for crypto-exchange, but also for the
possibility of exchanging this currency at the Forex exchange in
MT4 terminal. Technical realization of the set goals and tasks.
The main stage of HTFx motivation development, which includes
analysis of the work performed and strategic planning for future
development. Implementation of Coin HTFx in exchange offices,
integration with leading investment companies to provide
contracts to their customers. Distribution of the company's
budget Bounty for 2019-20 years from the amount allocated in
2018. Use of a reserve fund to launch additional services to
promote and promote Coins HTFx, world recognition and coin
prices at least US $ 17.38 on all exchanges and exchange points.

Open source provides the benefits of transparency. Transparency allows any
interested person to fully familiarize themselves with the source, and to identify
vulnerabilities as quickly as possible. Speaking about these contracts, it is worth noting
that there is always room for efficiency, work flow and overall implementation, and our
team will continue to improve all the envisaged processes, as well as take into account
any contribution of the community.
Taking into account the possibility of a vote, the participants, holders of
MasterNode Coin HTFx can vote and decide to send more valuable recommendations on
the use and application of both Coin HTFx and the formation of absolutely new services
and spheres of circulation of our coin.
We are ready to achieve the set tasks, but we always take into account the
desires of customers in the way demand generates the market, and we are always
ready for innovations, changes to keep pace with the times and ensure the functionality
of the whole company High Technology Solutions Limited as a whole.
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The project team

YULINA IVEVA
Director of the Department
for Promotion

ALEXANDER USOV
Head of Technical Support
Department

ULYANA WEIS
Chief Financial Officer

EVGENY GORBUNOV
Head of Department
Aichi Technology and
Financial Control

PETER ZIKMAN
The main developer of
automation of technology
and processes

ROMAN KALKBRENNER
The main developer of Web
applications / ios / android
/ Aichi products

MARIN CADE
Director of Marketing for
Business Partners

KLAUS SHTEFRAUT
Head of Integration / API /
Mining / Pools PoS and
PoW

ARTUR TADAROS
The head of department
and divisions of technology
Blockchain
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Conclusion
Although the use of crypto currency sharply increases, obviously, there is a critical
problem with mass adoption. It is a victim of his success. Although the Crypto-currency
is, in fact, designed to become a catalyst for the democratization of money, production,
supply and use of it are severely fragmented. There is no central government or
banking control. Thus, the currency can not be inflated or deflated. Typical monetary
funds in cash can be largely manipulated without any consultation. There is, apparently,
unlimited distribution of digital coins. In addition, the relatively weak rules and
ambiguity of the nature of some digital coin issuers stimulate unpredictability of
extreme prices.
The thirst for investors at an early stage also contributed to this volatility. For
example, since the beginning of the exchange of crypto-currencies, the values of coins
have been unstable. These sudden bursts of prices and falls can lead to the chaos of
regular monetary services. All this makes it possible to effectively use the coin for
money transfers, currency conversion and ATMs. When the owner of a crypto currency
requires a fiat to finance a meaningful financial activity, they face exorbitant charges. In
addition, the hostile process of the banking client and its compliance remain complex.
Despite what the promoters say, there is no reliable way to use crypto-currency. For
example, Bitcoin ATMs can charge up to 15% only for converting to fiat currency. This
violates the original purpose of crypto-fibers, which was to become a cheaper and more
flexible alternative to other payment methods. Without any advantages over printed
government money, why does an ordinary person use it?
Reversing the paradigm, banks should act in a mode of compatibility and
consumer protection, which is due to large-scale supervision and fiduciary control. The
client can not just appear with a purse with crypto currency and convert holdings into a
widely used country, issued by currency. The problem is that a transaction of any size
with a crypto currency is immediately flagged as fraudulent. It is almost impossible to
make major purchases, such as a car, a house or even schooling. Issues related to AML
/ KYC and compliance with general regulatory requirements are just a few, which
should be taken into account when adopting and adopting such a scenario. There is a
systemic and reputational risk that needs to be mitigated. It is known that banks close
accounts without warning that they are making transactions in crypto-currencies.
Our unique innovation for the community of crypto-currency systems is our
completely competitive and evolutionary management model that allows a wide range
of stakeholders in conditions of optimal decentralization. Bitcoin created the initial
breakthrough in a distributed consensus, but since then other projects have done this
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with different voting mechanisms. These projects range from Dash with a simple
application and a community-based voting model, each of which has made a positive
contribution to the evolution of decentralized consensus, but Coin HTFx does this to a
new level, easing additional constraints, so that our system will change over time
through a constant The competition between management service providers in the
ecosystem. We are implementing an autonomous system that will change with
feedback and trial and error innovations in how decentralized systems are organized to
address specific problems. In this sense, we believe that Coin HTFx is innovative in
social technologies, an innovative system that has never been used on a targeted scale
to meet the challenges and challenges.
From a broader perspective, Coin HTFx competes with existing currencies and
banking systems, as well as with new start-ups with a particular advantage in providing
services without civil rights. We decided to contribute to this innovative, welfareoriented space, providing increased privacy and security. There is also an infinite
number of potential projects that can be built on the Coin HTFx platform, increasing our
competitiveness exponentially. We view competition as a means of healthy growth
processes and, therefore, welcome maximum competition. We would prefer to live in
peace with competitors that force us to accelerate our own innovations than a static
world devoid of progress. We hope that Coin HTFx will have a positive impact on
people's welfare by combining excellent technologies and communities, turning
management into a competitive service and enabling anyone to participate in our
system of conflict-free, joint and decentralized innovations. We also consider operators
and future start-ups in this space as potential partners and allies, not winners of all
competitors.
Become the holder of Coins HTFx, launch your MasterNode, become part
of a powerful system for your development and improvement of well-being.
Buy Coin HTFx on ICO at a bargain price https://ico.htfx.online/
Discuss all the questions on our forum: https://forum.htfx.online/
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